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The Character Cues 
 
It’s important to demonstrate characters in scenes to get out of the habit of summarizing or lecturing 
readers and to communicate how they feel. Character cues are how you reveal character information. 
These cues add up to how characters are feeling, the scene subtext, create tension and more.  
 
This material is adapted from Writing the Intimate Character, by Jordan Rosenfeld. 
 
Physical Action Cues: How your character moves and is embodied 

§ Communicate important information about how your character moves through space 
and time. 

§ Create a sense of momentum, real time passing.  
§ Embodies your character’s emotional state/history: How & why does he inhabit his 

body? Move, touch, allow? What will she/won’t she do with it? Body language is 
information.  

§ Actions can be small, or big, depending on your needs. Avoid “floating heads 
syndrome” by using actions.  
 

Sensory Cues: Emotions, as grounded in the body. 
§ Filter character’s perceptions of the world and their emotions through the senses—

sight, smell, touch, hearing, taste—the body. These avoid “telling” words. 
§ Pull readers inside your character’s body, sets a tone or a mood, and conveys 

emotion 
§ You might write, The salt of his sweat burned on her tongue, to convey desire, 

sensuality, or lust.  
§ Or if a character is keeping a terrible grief at bay, he might feel dense and damp 

with tears that could not fall.  
 

Dialogue Cues: What people say. 
§ What dialogue does best is reveal character’s feelings and goals, and drive the 

action forward.  
§ Dialogue should always serve a purpose, not to reveal something obvious to the 

reader.  
§ Dialogue should never feel “easy” or full of pleasantries, but be full of constant 

push-pull tension. A great example of snappy, funny, tense dialogue, is Chuck 
Wendig’s novel Zeroes. 
 

Interior Monologue cues: What people think.  
§ Thoughts might reveal something the character can’t or won’t say aloud, or for 

private asides, as in cheering oneself on in a scary situation.  
§ Must reveal character- or plot-relevant information. Keep to a minimum. Can feel 

passive. 
§ In First Person and Second Person—integrate them as often as possible into the 

narrative voice/flow of the story. 
§ Third Person Intimate: Integrate or pulled out in italics, or add “he thought.” 
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Image Cues:  Visual and stylized descriptions. 

§ Images use description in a symbolic way, through metaphor, simile or poetic 
language.  

§ They bypass the conscious mind and cut straight to the heart and gut.  
§ They communicate emotion in an indirect way, but powerfully. 
§ A door opened. On the other side of it was a world of stunted color and muted 

sound, as if something was stuck in Wil’s ears, and eyes, and possibly brain.–Max 
Barry, Lexicon. 

§ He sits in his jail cell with that thought twisting in his mind like a worm trying to tie 
itself in knots. –Chuck Wendig, Under the Empyrean Sky. 

§ Her mother is a moon eye in the sky. not perfectly white, but bruise-hued. –Lidia 
Yuknavitch, The Small Backs of Children. 
 

Other Characters’ Reactions:  
§ Other characters can help your protagonist clarify, communicate things. Sometimes 

a character doesn’t know what they are feeling. They think they’re angry, but they’re 
really hurt. The other characters’ reactions can: 

§ Be the voice of reason or conscience 
§ Point out something your protagonist is missing or needs to hear 
§ Challenge and stretch your protagonist 
§ Cheer and support your character at a dark time 
§ All the while communicating to the reader important information without ever having 

to say “he felt angry,” or “she wished she had a stronger moral compass.” 
 

Perceptual words: 
§ Ever heard that you have “Point of view (POV) jumped” or leapt into another POV character’s 

head? How do you know if you’re IN the POV of one character or another?  
§ Whenever you offer up observations, perceptions, beliefs, feelings, sensations or thoughts of 

any character, you have dropped into their POV. Some words to cue you that you’re in a 
character’s POV: 

§  felt, saw, heard, tasted, smelled, reflected 
§ observed, thought wanted, knew, understood, realized, concluded, decided, pretended, etc. 

 
 

This material adapted from Writing the Intimate Character: Create Unique, Compelling Characters 
Through Mastery of Point of View by Jordan Rosenfeld.  
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